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Abstract: This paper aims to utilize the deep learning architecture to break through the limitations of
camera perspective, image background, uneven crowd density distribution and pedestrian occlusion
to estimate crowd density accurately. In this paper, we proposed a new neural network called
Deep Scale-Adaptive Convolutional Neural Network (DSA-CNN), which can convert a single crowd
image to density map for crowd counting directly. For a crowd image with any size and resolution,
our algorithm can output the density map of the crowd image by end-to-end method and finally
estimate the number of the crowd in the image. The proposed DSA-CNN consists of two parts: the
seven layers CNN network structure and DSA modules. In order to ensure the proposed method is
robust to camera perspective effect, DSA-CNN has adopted different sizes of filters in the network
and combines them ingeniously. In order to reduce the depth of the data to increase the speed of
training, the proposed method utilized 1 × 1 filter in DSA module. To validate the effectiveness
of the proposed model, we conducted comparative experiments on four popular public datasets
(ShanghiTech dataset, UCF_CC_50 dataset, WorldExpo’10 dataset and UCSD dataset). We compare
the proposed method with other well-known algorithms on the MAE and MSE indicators, such as
MCNN, Switching-CNN, CSRNet, CP-CNN and Cascaded-MTL. Experimental results show that the
proposed method has excellent performance. In addition, we found that the proposed model is easily
trained, which further increases the usability of the proposed model.

Keywords: crowd counting; deep learning; density map

1. Introduction

With the increasing speed of urbanization in the world in recent years, people’s participation
in sports events, commercial performances, holiday trips and other public activities has increased
dramatically. When the crowd reaches a certain density, it is prone to crisis events such as fighting and
stamping; thus, people pay more and more attention to the management of dense crowds. Furthermore,
it is necessary for the public safety department to monitor the crowd density and take corresponding
measures when the crowd density reaches a certain level. In other application scenarios, we may want
to know the number of people watching football matches in the stadium or the number of people in the
mall [1]. In the past, although most public places have installed a large number of video surveillance
equipment, yet the main function of these devices is to record data, and cannot analyze and alarm the
changes of the crowd. With the continuous development of computer vision technology and machine
learning, estimating crowd density with images or videos has become a reality [2].
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Crowd density estimation is to analyze of the number or density of the crowd in images or
videos [3]. The main scenes can be tourist attractions, sports events or cultural performances (Figure 1).
Before the rise of deep learning, people mainly used traditional image processing methods to calculate
the number of people in the scene. However, these methods cannot be applied to the monitoring
of the crowd because the effect of crowd density estimation is not satisfactory. Because the crowds
are very dense in some scenarios, quick and accurate estimation of crowd density is impossible for
traditional computer vision algorithms. With the continuous improvement of deep learning technology
and hardware, crowd density estimation has made breakthrough progress in recent years. The deep
learning technology makes it possible to estimate crowd density in many complex scenarios [4,5].
However, crowd density estimation still faces some serious challenges.
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Figure 1. (a) Pedestrian Street. (b) Festival celebration. (c) Sports event. (d) Tourist attraction. 
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and crowd density changes. This makes it difficult for us to measure crowd density with one scale. 
However, the information we can get from a single image is quite limited, thus, the crowd density is 
difficult to be estimated accurately.  

To address the aforementioned concerns, we propose a novel crowd counting framework based 
on convolutional neural network (CNN). The core of our work is to present a concept of deep scale 
adaptive convolutional neural network (DSA-CNN). For different perspective view, we use different 
size of filters to extract density maps based on the characteristics of their perspective effect. The 
proposed framework can accurately extract crowd density and crowd counting in any image scale in 
a single image. Moreover, our DSA-CNN takes into account the different perspective areas in the 
same image. Generally speaking, the main contributions of our work are as follows. 

1. The perspective effect of camera has a great influence on crowd density estimation. DSA-CNN 
is dedicated to estimate crowd density with a single image, thus, there is no more information to 
correct the perspective effect. In order to reduce the influence of perspective effect on results, different 
sizes of filters for perspective view is proposed in this paper. DSA-CNN set up different neural 
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Crowd estimation is easily affected by the perspective effect of the camera; the feature vector
will change as the distance between the camera and the target changes for the same target. In the
same image, pedestrians are difficult to locate accurately because of the different scales caused by
perspective distortion.

The scene is often extremely crowded. It is unavoidable for people to shield from each other
because of the dense crowds. Many people are obscured and only the head is displayed.

Crowd density distribution is extremely uneven due to perspective effects, viewpoint changes
and crowd density changes. This makes it difficult for us to measure crowd density with one scale.
However, the information we can get from a single image is quite limited, thus, the crowd density is
difficult to be estimated accurately.

To address the aforementioned concerns, we propose a novel crowd counting framework based on
convolutional neural network (CNN). The core of our work is to present a concept of deep scale adaptive
convolutional neural network (DSA-CNN). For different perspective view, we use different size of
filters to extract density maps based on the characteristics of their perspective effect. The proposed
framework can accurately extract crowd density and crowd counting in any image scale in a single
image. Moreover, our DSA-CNN takes into account the different perspective areas in the same image.
Generally speaking, the main contributions of our work are as follows.

1. The perspective effect of camera has a great influence on crowd density estimation. DSA-CNN
is dedicated to estimate crowd density with a single image, thus, there is no more information to correct
the perspective effect. In order to reduce the influence of perspective effect on results, different sizes of
filters for perspective view is proposed in this paper. DSA-CNN set up different neural convolution
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networks in different sizes of filters. Without complex foreground segmentation, region of interest
extraction or other complex operations, DSA-CNN can improve the effect of crowd estimation with
minimal time complexity.

2. DSA-CNN uses different filters to perform convolution operations in order to adapt to different
head sizes. However, it is obvious that the depth of the data will make the training difficult. To solve
the problem, we introduce deep scale adaptive module to reduce the number of channels of data,
which is inspired by the inception algorithm [6]. This structure not only helps to reduce the amount of
calculation of parameters, but also helps to improve the discriminative power of feature.

3. We propose a novel end to end convolutional neural network structure that combines different
data channel for density map. The proposed network structure can further enhance the adaptability
of the algorithm through the DS module. Experiments on public data sets show that our proposed
structure can achieve good performance.

The rest of the article is organized like this: The second part of this paper mainly introduces the
existing algorithms and well known open datasets. The deep scale adaptive convolutional neural
network for crowd counting (DSA-CNN) will be introduced in the third part. The fourth part of the
article will list the configuration of the algorithm. The performance of the algorithm on the public
dataset will be shown on the fifth part. The sixth part will make some summary of the article and look
forward to the future work.

2. Related Work

2.1. Related Algorithm for Crowd Density Estimation

In view of the importance of crowd density estimation, many experts and scholars have proposed
many methods to solve this problem. In general, there are three popular methods for estimating
crowd density.

(1). Crowd density estimation based on foreground detection. In fact, foreground detection is the
first method used to detect the number of people in an image. The idea of these methods is simple
and sliding windows are often used to detect people in images [7]. Finally, the number of detected
people in the image is accumulated and used to count the number of people in the image. Therefore,
the research focuses on how to detect people in images. In general, there are two methods to detect
people in an image based on foreground detection. One method is based on the detection of the whole
body and the other method is based on the detection of part of the body [8–10]. These methods train
some classifiers to detect people in the images by using features such as wavelets [11], HOGs [12] and
edges [13] extracted from the body. The selection of features affects the performance of the classifier
directly. It is obvious that these methods are suitable for images with sparse crowds. The performance
of such methods would become poor if there is occlusion between people in the images. To solve
this problem, some methods based on part of body detection are used to deal with crowd counting
problems [14–16]. These methods no longer detect the entire body of a person, but detect parts of the
body, such as the shoulders or heads. Compared with the whole-body based methods, these methods
can solve the problem of occlusion between people partially, but it still performs poorly when it comes
to counting dense crowds (Figure 2).

In fact, the methods above focus on the detection the foreground, which utilize the sliding windows
to detect the people in the images. In general, the methods based on foreground detection are suitable
for low density crowd. For high density crowd, the performance of the algorithms will decline sharply.
Although people use part-based methods to solve this problem, the effects are still not satisfactory.
Because the occlusion problem in the crowd is very common in high density crowd images, it is very
difficult to detect people or part of the body. Therefore, the performance of foreground detection is
unsatisfactory, which would affect the results of crowd counting directly. The advantages of these
methods are that the location information of pedestrians in the images can be obtained. In most cases,
we are more concerned with the real density of the crowd in the images than the location information
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of pedestrians. Therefore, people are gradually aware of the shortcomings of the methods based on
foreground detection, and try to use other methods to improve the accuracy of crowd counting.
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(2). Crowd density estimation based on regression. For the estimation of dense crowd, it is
difficult to get satisfactory performance based on the foreground detection methods. Therefore,
regression-based methods are gradually used to solve the problem in crowd counting. The main idea
of the regression-based approach is to learn the mapping of a feature to the number of people [17–19].
These methods are mainly accomplished in two steps. The first step is to extract low-level features
such as foreground features, edge features, textures and gradient features; the second step is to learn a
regression model such as linear regression [20], piecewise linear regression [21], ridge regression [19]
and Gaussian process regression [22,23]. These regression models are used to fit the crowd density.

Generally speaking, the main task of these methods is to learn a mapping between features
extracted from local image patches to their counts. By utilizing regression methods, these methods
no longer use detectors to count people in the images. These methods are mainly composed of two
parts: feature extraction and regression framework. Some low-level features, such as edge information,
texture, color and gradient features have been extracted for regression. However, it is difficult to
find a suitable feature to be applied in crowd counting in the face of low resolution, severe occlusion,
perspective and other complex situations. Different features and regression model may be suitable for
different types of crowd images. Therefore, the low-level feature extraction and model selection is a
very difficult task. Different feature extraction and regression methods are proposed based on different
datasets, but it is difficult to find a method that works for most datasets. Compared with methods
based on foreground detection, the performance of these methods has been greatly improved in the
processing of high density crowd images, but it is still unsatisfactory.

(3). Crowd density estimation based on deep learning. Since 2006, deep learning has been widely
used in various fields of research (computer vision, natural language processing, etc.). Deep learning
is also used by researchers in the study of crowd counting with its excellent feature learning ability.

Lempitsky proposed to learn the mapping relationship from regional features to density maps in
the learning process [24] and treated the problem as a convex optimization task for finding the cutting
plane. In this paper, the density map is introduced into crowd counting, which avoids the traditional
method of foreground detection or regression. However, it is difficult to learn a good linear mapping
by using this method. Additionally, the time complexity and space complexity of this algorithm are
not very good, and the accuracy is not satisfactory. Wang [25] proposed to use an end-to-end CNN
model to count the person in the scene; Fu et al. [26] used CNN to supervise the density level of the
crowd in the picture. The two papers are the first ones to apply CNN in crowd counting. They utilized
AlexNet network in their work to calculate density map for crowd counting. The performance of these
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two algorithms has been greatly improved, but the camera perspective effect is neglected. Zhang [27]
proposed a multi-column framework with three scale filters; thus, it can handle multi-scale problems.
The performance of the algorithm has been further improved. However, the algorithm time complexity,
and the network structure is too complicated.

Sam et al. [28] proposed a dynamically switchable model, which dynamically maps to the regional
crowd density in the image. They selected an optimal regressor for the input patch with switching CNN.
In this work, VGG-16 network is utilized to select optimal regressor. The performance of the algorithm
is improved, but the training process of the network is not easy to implement. Shang et al. [29] used
the features proposed by the GoogleNet and LSTM modules to estimate the number of local crowd,
then used the fully connected layer to calculate the global crowd and utilized the context information
by simultaneously optimizing the global count and local count functions. This method takes the entire
images as input and output the final results directly. However, for different datasets, the performance
of this algorithm varies greatly. The robustness of the algorithm is not very good.

In general, deep-learning based methods perform better than traditional methods in most datasets.
Especially in high density crowd images, deep-learning based methods show great advantages. In most
deep-learning based methods, scale-aware or context-aware models are adopted in network [28,29].
However, their handling of camera perspective effects is not very good. Thus, the robustness of these
algorithms is not very good. Some CNN structures based on multi-columns also have achieved good
results [27]. However, there are too many parameters in these structures, and we need lots of time
to train the network. Therefore, taking into account the advantages and disadvantages of the above
algorithms, we believe that better performance could be achieved by designing new network structures
to further integrate scale and context information. Generating density maps with high quality and low
error is also one of the key issues to improve the performance of the crowd counting.

2.2. The Open Dataset

With the extensive use of supervised or semi-supervised learning methods, the availability of
sufficient data has become one of the factors affecting the performance of the algorithm. Different
scenarios sometimes require different data preparation or modeling methods. The same model also
needs to test its generalization and fitting ability from different scenarios. At present, many datasets in
the field of density analysis and counting are publicly available. The main data sets are as follows.

(1). ShanghaiTech: The dataset has 1,198 labeled crowd images [27]. This dataset consists of two
parts: Part A and Part ShanghaiTech B. Images in Part A mainly come from the Internet, and most of
the images are dense crowd. Part B’s images are mostly from the streets of Shanghai.

(2). UCF-CC-50: This data set contains images of extremely dense crowd [30]. The images are
collected mainly from the FLICKR. The dataset has a total of 50 images. This data set is characterized
by a small number of images, but the number of people in the images varies greatly.

(3). Mall: The data was collected by the Chinese University of Hong Kong. The dataset
include video frames in jpeg format, ground truth, perspective normalized features, and perspective
normalization map. Over 60,000 pedestrians were labeled in 2000 video frames in this dataset [31].

(4). UCSD: The dataset contains 2000 frames of labeled pedestrian videos in which pedestrians
move in opposite directions and crowd density changes from sparse to dense [32].

(5). WorldExpo’s: The dataset contains 3980 labeled images, in which 3380 are for training and the
remaining images are for testing [33]. The testset consists of five different scenes, each with 120 images.
The ROI is provided in each scenario, so the crowd counting is done in the ROI.

3. The Proposed Method

In general, there are two ways to estimate the number of people in an image by using deep
learning. One is called direct method, which is to use deep learning to detect each people in the image,
and then to count the number of people in the image [34,35]. Another is called the indirect method,
which is used to obtain the crowd density map, and then the density map is used to estimate the
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number of people in the image [36]. Compared with the direct method, the indirect method has greater
advantages in terms of time complexity and accuracy. Therefore, this paper adopts the indirect method
to estimate the crowd density.

3.1. Converting to Maps of Crowd Density

The model in CNN needs to be trained on a large number of labeled samples. Therefore,
the performance of the algorithm mainly depends on the model obtained through training. In this
paper, the density map based on geometric adaptive kernel is used in crowd counting. In order to solve
the occlusion problem in the crowd, we only annotate the each person’s head and save the coordinate
information of the head position. Then, the image with the coordinate information will be converted
into a crowd density map, which is the sample we need for model training. If there is a head at the
point xi, we could express it as delta function δ(x− xi). Therefore, the image with N heads labeled can
be represented as H(x), where N is the number of head position in the images [27]:

H(x) =
N∑

i=1

δ(x− xi) (1)

In order to get the crowd density map, we need to convolve the formula (1) with the Gaussian
kernel Gδ(x). And then we could get density estimation function as follows:

F(x) = H(x) ∗ Gσ(x) (2)

In which x is the sample of the ground crowd density in the three-dimensional (3D) scene,
and the pixels associated with the different samples x correspond to different size regions in the scene.
Therefore, in order to estimate the crowd density accurately, it is necessary to consider the perspective
distortion between the ground plane and the image plane [37]. Assuming that the position of the
person is replaced by the position of the head, the crowd is evenly distributed. A reasonable estimation
of geometric distortion can be derived from the average distance between each person and its k
neighborhood person, which could be shown as follows:

σ = βd
i

(3)

d
i
=

1
k

k∑
j=1

di
j (4)

where k is the number of nearest people, the distance from the people x and the people j is expressed as{
di

1, di
2, di

3, . . . . . . , di
j

}
. In our experiment, β = 0.3 and k = 3.

3.2. The Processing of Camera Perspective

Due to the perspective effect of the camera, pedestrians in different depths of field have different
shapes and sizes in the image plane. In crowd counting field, most algorithms annotate the human
heads in the images to solve the occlusion problem. However, the size of the heads in different
positions is different due to the perspective effect of the camera, which makes it difficult for us to
use the convolution network for crowd counting (Figure 3). Therefore, eliminating the influence of
the perspective effect of the image is a key step to improve the performance of the crowd counting
algorithm. Since most of the data we get is single image, it is very difficult to make an accurate
calculation for camera perspective. Thus, some algorithms utilize different filters with different sizes to
generate density maps [27,38].
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However, different filters do not work together well, so information blending between different
density maps is insufficient. In this paper, Deep Scale-Adaptive Neural Network (DSA-CNN) is
proposed to learn density map for crowd counting (Figure 4). In this structure, we no longer need
to choose the size of the filter, but leave it to the neural network to learn. In the proposed network
structure, we can clearly see that three different sizes of filters are used to process the image in the
network. After repeated experiments, we selected 5 × 5, 7 × 7 and 9 × 9 three different filters for the
neural network. Increasing the width and depth is a common way to increase the discriminative power
of the network, thus we designed different depths for different filters. The filtered results with different
filters are combined for DSA-CNN.
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density map estimation.

3.3. Deep Scale-Adaptive Module for Density Map

In deep learning networks, many experiments have shown that increasing the width and depth
of the neural network is an effective way to improve network performance [1,2,6]. In the algorithm
proposed in this paper, the depth of the data reaches 60 layers after fusion and pooling (Figure 4).
In order to increase the robustness of the algorithm, we used three different sizes of filters to process
the data. Inspired by the inception algorithm, we used the maximum pooling to increase the width of
the structure and enhance the extraction of image features [1,39]. However, the increase of the model
width means more parameters and computational resource consumption, and the model is easier to
over-fit; thus, we should not increase the size of the model blindly. Therefore, we should deal with the
network appropriately to solve this problem.

The proposed method turns the fully connection of the convolutional layer into a sparse connection,
and use multiple filters of different sizes to extract features at multiple scales and then connected to
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a common output. Thus, the width of the network is increased without increasing the number of
parameters. On the other hand, the adaptability of the network to multiple scales is also increased.
In order to reduce the number of parameters, we do 1×1 filtering before doing 3 × 3, 5 × 5 and 7 × 7
filtering on the data. The proposed method can effectively reduce the dimension of the network with
1 × 1 filter and reduce the consumption of computing resources and the number of parameters, which
can reduce the time complexity and space complexity required for neural network training. Moreover,
the network can prevent over-fitting by calculating the ReLU function after each 1 × 1 convolution
kernel. In the whole network, the proposed method utilizes three Deep Scale-Adaptive Modules
(DASM) and two 2 × 2 pooling layers. Finally, we could get the density map for crowd counting
(Figure 5). In order to show the entire process, the pseudo code is listed as follows:

Algorithm 1: The calculation of density map for crowd image

Input: I:test dataset
Output: density map
1: function GenerateDensity(I)
2: num←the number of image in I
3: for i ∈ [0,num] do
4: column1 = conv(image[i],5 × 5)
5: column2 = conv(image[i],7 × 7)
6: column3 = conv(image[i],9 × 9)
7: merge1 = Merge(a,b,c)
8: pooling1 = MaxPooling(merge1)
9: merge2 = DSAM(pooling1)
10: pooling2 = Merge(merge2)
11: merge3 = DSAM(pooling2)
12: merge4 = DSAM(merge3)
13: return(Generate(merge4))
14: end for
15: end function
16:
17: function DSAM(im)
18: column_11 = conv(im,1 × 1)
19: column_11 = conv(colmun_11,5 × 5)
20: column_12 = conv(im,1 × 1)
21: column_12 = conv(column_12,7 × 7)
22: column_13 = conv(im,1 × 1)
22: column_13 = conv(column_13,9 × 9)
23: column_14 =MaxPooling(im)
24: column_14 = conv(column_14,1 × 1)
25: return Merge(column_11,column_12,column_13,column_14)
26: end function
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Figure 5. Samples for density map for crowd counting. (a, d and g) are original image. (b, e and h)
are density map for ground truth, (c, f and i) are density map of Deep Scale-Adaptive Convolutional
Neural Network (DSA-CNN).

4. Some Configuration of Our Model

The configuration for the proposed method is listed in Table 1. The model inputs the images and
extracts the features through a multi-layer convolution-pooling structure, and finally outputs a density
map. This paper constructs 3 × 3, 5 × 5 and 7 × 7 filters to process images. In order to increase the
width of the network and improve the discriminative of features, we have introduced a maxpooling of
3 × 3 in the network. A 2 × 2 region was used for the maxpooling layer. As for the activation function,
the model utilize Rectified linear unit (ReLU), which is widely used by other models. The loss function
is given as follow:

L(Θ) =
1

2N

N∑
i=1

||F(Xi; Θ) − Fi||
2
2 (5)

Table 1. The configuration of DSA-CNN.

Configuration of DSA-CNN

Input (color image)

Conv3-16 5 × 5 Conv3-20 7 × 7 Conv3-24 9 × 9

Merged layer (60)

MaxPooling (60)

Conv3-32 Conv3-40 Conv3-48 MaxPooling
1 × 1 1 × 1 1 × 1 3 × 3

Conv3-32 Conv3-40 Conv3-48 Conv3-16
3 × 3 5 × 5 7 × 7 1 × 1
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Table 1. Cont.

Configuration of DSA-CNN

Merged layer (136)

MaxPooling (136)

Conv3-16 Conv3-20 Conv3-24 MaxPooling
1 × 1 1 × 1 1 × 1 3 × 3

Conv3-16 Conv3-20 Conv3-24 Conv3-8
3 × 3 5 × 5 7 × 7 1 × 1

Merged layer (68)

Conv3-8 Conv3-10 Conv3-12 MaxPooling
1 × 1 1 × 1 1 × 1 3 × 3

Conv3-8 Conv3-10 Conv3-12 Conv3-4
3 × 3 5 × 5 7 × 7 1 × 1

Merged layer (34)

Conv3 1 × 1

In which Θ is the parameters for DSA-CNN and N is the number of training image. F(Xi; Θ) is
the density map for sample image Xi with parameter Θ, Fi is the ground truth result of the sample
image Xi. L(Θ) is the loss function between the estimated density map and the ground truth the
proposed model.

5. Experiments

5.1. Evaluation Metrics

The numerical deviation evaluation is applied in the crowd counting. The purpose of this index is
to evaluate the error between the estimated value and the real value, which could reflect the ability of
the model. The performance evaluation methods used in this paper are as follows:

(1) Mean Absolute Error (MAE)
MAE is the average of the observed values and absolute values of the deviations of arithmetic

mean values for all samples. Therefore, compared with the average error, the MAE is absolute valued,
and there is no positive or negative phase cancellation. Therefore, the average absolute error can better
reflect the actual situation of the predicted value error. The MAE could be calculated as Formula 6
Where pi is the real number of people in the image and p̂i is the number of people in the image predicted
by the model. N is the number of images in the test dataset. p̂i can be calculated with Formula 6:

MAE =
1
N

N∑
i=1

|pi − p̂i| (6)

pi =
L∑

l=1

W∑
W=1

zl,w (7)

where L and W are the length and width of the density map generated by the model. zl,w is the pixel at
the position (l,w).

(2) Mean Squared Error (MSE)
MAE is not sensitive enough to single sample with large deviations, thus, we need an indicator

to evaluate the performance of the algorithm, which is more sensitive to outliers. MSE is the square
root of the ratio of the sum of the observed and true deviations to the number of observations. It is
sensitive to the occurrence of outliers. The calculation MSE is as follows:
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MSE =

√√√
1
N

N∑
i=1

|pi − p̂i|2 (8)

5.2. A Brief Introduction to Comparison Algorithms

To illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, the proposed algorithm is compared with
the current main crowd counting algorithms. As described in Section 1, crowd counting algorithms
can be divided into three types: foreground-based methods, regression-based methods and deep
learning-based methods. Because the proposed algorithm utilized the framework of deep convolution
neural network, so we compare our method with deep learning-based methods. We briefly introduce
these algorithms as follows:

(1) Cross-scene Crowd Counting [33]: this algorithm proposes to use deep learning to complete
cross-scene crowd counting. The algorithm is trained in multiple scenarios and tested in untrained
scenarios. The algorithm also established a new dataset for crowd counting called WorldExpo’10 dataset

(2) MCNN [27]: the algorithm proposed a crowd counting method which could accurately estimates
the crowd density from a single image. The paper proposes a simple and effective multi-column
convolutional neural network structure to map images into their crowd density maps.

(3) Switching-CNN [28]: the algorithm proposed a switching convolution neural network to
improve the accuracy of crowd counting. Several CNNs with different convolution kernel sizes are
used as regression graphs for density map prediction.

(4) CP-CNN [34]: the algorithm proposes a crowd counting method called context pyramid neural
network, which combines global context information and local context information to generate high
quality crowd density map.

(5) Cascaded-MTL [40]: the algorithm proposed a novel end-to-end cascaded network of CNNs to
jointly learn crowd count classification and density map estimation. The algorithm divides the crowd
into different groups, which could be incorporated into the neural network for as prior information.

5.3. Evaluation and Comparison

(1) ShanghaiTech dataset
In order to evaluate the performance of our proposed algorithm, we compare the proposed

algorithm with some well-known algorithms on ShanghaiTech dataset [27]. This dataset consists of
two parts: Part_A and Part_B, which containd 1,198 images and where a total of 330,156 individual
heads were annotated. Part_A and Part_B contain 482 and 716 images, respectively (Figure 6).
From Figure 6, we can see that the crowd in the photo is extremely crowded; the perspective of
the camera is also different. ShanghaiTech dataset can test the algorithm’s adaptability to camera
perspective. The pictures in Part_A are mainly from the Internet, and the pictures in Part_B are mainly
from the streets of Shanghai. Table 2 shows that the performance of our proposed algorithm has been
significantly improved. In Part_A dataset, our algorithm gets the lowest MAE value, which is 7%
lower than the CP-CNN algorithm. In Part_A dataset, our algorithm gets the lowest MAE value, which
is 2% lower than the CP-CNN algorithm.

Table 2. The comparison on ShanghaiTech dataset.

Method
Part_A Part_B

MAE MSE MAE MSE

Zhang et al. [33] 181.8 277.7 32.0 49.8
MCNN [27] 110.2 173.2 26.4 41.3

Marsden et al. [41] 126.5 173.5 23.8 33.1
Cascaded-MTL [40] 101.3 152.4 20.0 31.1
Switching-CNN [28] 90.4 135.0 21.6 33.4

CP-CNN [34] 73.6 106.4 20.1 30.1
Ours 68.4 103.5 22.3 27.4
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their density map generated by DSA-CNN.

Due to the large number of samples on the ShanghaiTech Part_A dataset and the large distribution
of the crowd density, it is possible to use the image quality evaluation indicators to evaluate the
quality of the crowd density map. In this paper, Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Structural
Similarity (SSIM) is adopted to evaluate the quality of the image. PSNR is the most common and
widely used image objective evaluation index, which is based on the error between corresponding
pixels. SSIM is also a full-reference image quality evaluation index, which measures image similarity
from three aspects of brightness, contrast and structure. In Table 3, we can see that there is a significant
improvement in the quality of density maps. The image generated by DSA-CNN obtained the highest
PSNR and SSIM. The comparison results in Tables 2 and 3 demonstrate that DSA-CNN is effective.

Table 3. The comparisons of Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Structural Similarity (SSIM).

Method
Part_A

PSNR SSIM

MCNN 20.91 0.52
CP-CNN 21.72 0.72

Ours 21.95 0.83

(2) UCF_CC_50 dataset
The dataset has a total of 50 images [30]. This data set is characterized by a small number of

images, but the number of people in the images varies greatly. The number of people in the image
is between 94 and 4543. Figure 7 shows two images selected from UCF_CC_50 dataset randomly.
Most of the crowds in the dataset are extremely crowded, thus, the occlusion problem is very serious.
This dataset can test the robustness of the algorithm to different crowd density. The results of the
comparison experiments are shown in Table 4. In the results we can see that the proposed algorithm
obtains the lowest MAE value, which is 8% lower than the CP-CNN algorithm.

(3) WorldExpo’10 dataset
WorldExpo’10 dataset consists of a training dataset and test dataset, which include 3380 images

and 600 images, respectively [33]. The dataset contains consists of five different scenes, each with
120 images. Figure 8 shows two images selected from WorldExpo’10 dataset randomly and their
density map generated by DSA-CNN. Most of the images in the dataset are captured by the surveillance
camera. The dispersion of the crowd in the image is uneven. The ROI is provided in each scene,
thus the crowd counting is done in the ROI. Figure 9 shows the results of the comparisons of MAE
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with other six methods. In the five scenarios, the proposed method is better than the other six methods
in four scenes. The performance of DSA-CNN in scenario 5 is not as good as that of Zhang [33] and
CSRNet [1]. From the experimental results, we can see that the proposed algorithm obtains the lowest
MAE value.
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Table 4. The comparisons in UCF_CC_50 dataset.

Method
UCF_CC_50

MAE MSE

Zhang et al. 467.0 489.5
MCNN 377.6 509.1

Marsden et al. 338.6 424.5
Cascaded-MTL 322.8 397.9
Switching-CNN 318.1 439.2

CP-CNN 295.8 320.9
Ours 270.1 323.8
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(4) The UCSD dataset
The UCSD Dataset was acquired with stationary cameras, which overlooked pedestrian

walkways [32]. The crowd density in the walkways was variable, ranging from sparse to very
crowded. In the normal setting, the video contains only pedestrians. There are approximately
2,000 images in the USCD dataset. Figure 10 shows two images selected from UCSD dataset randomly
and their density map generated by DSA-CNN. Compared to other datasets, the crowd density in
the UCSD dataset is relatively small. Each picture contains about 11 to 46 person. In the image,
the region of interest is provided for the images in the dataset. The results on UCSD dataset is shown
in Figures 10 and 11. From Figure 11 we could see that the performance of t DSA-CNN is not the best.
By observing the images, we can see that the crowd in USCD dataset set is sparser than the crowd
in other data sets. This shows that the degree of crowd density in the image has a greater impact on
the counting results. This shows that the performance of DSA-CNN in the dataset with sparse crowd
needs to be improved. The experiment results also show that the robustness of DSA-CNN is not very
good, which are needed to be improved in future work.
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6. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a new convolution neural network called DSA-CNN to estimate
density map for crowd counting. The purpose of the proposed algorithm is to count the number of
people in the image accurately. In order to overcome the influence of camera perspective on crowd
counting, the proposed method adopted different sizes of filters in the network and combines them
ingeniously. However, the increase of number of filters also makes the structure of the network expand
rapidly. To solve this problem, the proposed method develops deep scale-adaptive module to reduce
the size of the data. To validate the effectiveness of the proposed method, we conducted comparative
experiments on four popular public data sets. The experimental results prove that the proposed
algorithm is effective. In future work, we will study how to reduce the size of the neural network for
crowd counting. We will also study how to transplant crowd counting methods to other applications,
such as fish counting, cell counting, etc.
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